response to signalling, thus reconstituting 'signal inhibition-only' feedback. As predicted by the model, these cells produced gradients whose amplitudes (but not length scales) were robust to ligand levels. In the wild type, the two functions of PTCH are coupled by being linked in a single protein.
Remarkably, as the authors show in silico, such coupling is essential for optimal performance.
The new study by Li and colleagues [9] emphasises the importance of doublenegative signal transduction in the establishment of a robust morphogen signalling gradient. Yet, there is no experimental indication that morphogen systems operating through doublepositive signalling (such as BMPs) are less robust. An important task for the future will be to identify the relevant architectural features of these pathways. In the case of SHH, PTCH soaks up ligand near the source, thus reducing gradient length scale when signalling activity increases, basically buffering the gradient against changes in ligand production. In double-positive pathways, signalling activity depends on the levels of ligand-bound receptors and typically represses receptor expression. While such receptor downregulation contributes to negative feedback, it is expected to extend the gradient, i.e. making the gradient length scale overly sensitive to changes in ligand levels. Therefore, robustness of double-positive signalling gradients has to arise from additional mechanisms. This could be achieved by signalling-dependent expression of additional, non-signalling, receptors (such as other extracellular modulators) [17] New studies show that, as in mammals, perceptual decision-making behavior in fruit flies involves the integration of sensory information that accumulates over time; this involves a process of dendritic integration that depends on the transcription factor FoxP.
Is this milk still good? Sometimes the smell tells you instantly -yuk, no! -but in less obvious cases you may need a few sniffs to decide. Many animals behave like this, gathering sensory cues over time until the choice is clear. The time it takes to make an accurate decision is
proportional to the quality of the sensory information; easy perceptual decisions can be made quickly, but harder problems, when the sensory information is more ambiguous, require more time [1, 2] . While electrophysiological and functional imaging investigations in several animals have revealed brain regions that participate in decisionmaking [3, 4] , the neural substrates and cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying sensory information integration have been difficult to investigate and remain unclear. Now, a pair of elegant studies [5, 6] by Gero Miesenbö ck's group has shown that, like a mammal, the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster requires more time to choose an appropriate behavior as the information becomes ambiguous. Further, the studies illuminate where and how information for olfactory decisionmaking accumulates in the brain. An intuitive idea is that some population of neurons gradually integrates information for as long as it takes to inform the correct behavioral choice [2, 7] . Computational models linking sensory input to behavioral outcomes suggest that animals really can make more accurate decisions by accumulating information [8, 9] . Taking full advantage of the genetic toolbox available for the fly, Miesenbö ck and colleagues [5, 6] found that this integration process requires expression of the transcription factor FoxP in a specific population of olfactory neurons. Further, they show that FoxP regulates a specific conductance that shapes the integration properties of these neurons and underpins olfactory decision-making behaviors [6] .
The story began a few years ago when DasGupta et al. [5] demonstrated a decision-making behavior of fruit flies in a novel and clever olfactory discrimination task. The authors first trained flies to walk away from a specific concentration of the odorant 4-methylcyclohexanol by pairing it with electric shocks. Next, they challenged the flies to distinguish the trained concentration from lower concentrations of the same odor. The task was easy when the researchers paired the trained concentration with a much lower one: the flies made their decisions quickly and accurately. But when the two odor concentrations were similar, the task was harder, causing the flies' decision times to increase and their response accuracy to plummet. These results nicely replicate the classical 'speed-accuracy tradeoff' behavior often observed in mammals including people [1, 2, 10] .
Seeking to clarify the cellular and molecular aspects of the decisionmaking behavior, DasGupta et al. [5] then used a behavioral test to screen a broad set of mutant flies lacking various transcription factors. One gene, Forkhead box P (FoxP) stood out, appearing to strongly influence the flies' decision times. The highly conserved FoxP family of transcription factors is found in vertebrates as well as insects [11] , and in flies it has previously been linked to courtship [12] and motorlearning behaviors [13] . DasGupta et al. [5] found FoxP is normally expressed in a specific subset of olfactory neurons in the mushroom bodies, known as the ab core (abc) Kenyon cells. Strikingly, mutant flies lacking FoxP in these neurons took longer than wild-type flies to make behavioral decisions, especially when the olfactory task was hard. This work identified neurons involved in decision-making, and a transcription factor within them that shaped decision timing.
In their new study, Groschner et al. [6] have dramatically advanced the story by showing how FoxP in abc Kenyon cells regulates the timing of behavioral decisions. Kenyon cells are third-order olfactory neurons: they receive inputs from projection neurons that are connected to peripheral olfactory receptor neurons by the antennal nerve [14, 15] . To test the response properties of the Kenyon cells and FoxP, Groschner et al. [6] delivered electrical pulses at different frequencies to the antennal nerve and used a genetically expressed calcium indicator to monitor the responses of Kenyon cells. Notably, responses in abc Kenyon cells genetically deprived of FoxP increased more slowly and saturated at lower amplitudes than in Kenyon cells of wild-type flies ( Figure 1A) . Subsequent single-cell patch recordings from abc Kenyon cells in wild-type and FoxP mutant flies showed why: in wildtype abc Kenyon cells, electrical potentials driven by the pulse trains steadily piled up until the cells reached threshold and spiked; but in FoxPdeficient ab Kenyon cells, the potentials failed to accumulate efficiently; rather, they seemed to leak away. Interestingly, FoxP had no effect on the resting potentials or spike thresholds of the Kenyon cells. However, latency to spike was longer and membrane resistance was lower in the FoxP-deficient abc Kenyon cells, making them inefficient integrators.
How does FoxP exert this effect? The apparent leakiness of the FoxP-deficient abc Kenyon cells suggested they might express additional membrane channels. Groschner et al. [6] explored this idea with voltage clamp recordings from Kenyon cells of different genotypes and found that, indeed, FoxP-deficient abc Kenyon cells have greater current densities of A-type potassium currents than wild-type abc Kenyon cells. It is known that flies express two genes, Shaker and Shal, that encode proteins that form channels conducting transient A-type currents [16] . Using the cell-type-specific TRAP (translating ribosome affinity purification) R758 Current Biology 28, R737-R759, July 9, 2018 Current Biology Dispatches method to detect polysome-bound ion channel transcripts and pharmacological experiments to block specific ion channels, the authors further showed FoxP-deficient abc Kenyon cells express more of the voltage-gated potassium channel Shal.
These results set up an audacious prediction: if Shal expression regulates the ability of abc Kenyon cells to accumulate olfactory input, and these Kenyon cells determine behavioral response time, then bidirectionally manipulating levels of Shal in these cells should bidirectionally affect the flies' decision times in the olfactory behavioral task. Groschner et al. [6] therefore used a variety of techniques to alter levels of Shal in the abc Kenyon cells of both wild-type and FoxPdeficient flies. As predicted, by restricting Shal expression, the authors were able to reduce the unusually long behavioral reaction times of mutant flies lacking FoxP to that of wild-type flies ( Figure 1B, left) . Further, overexpressing Shal in wild-type abc Kenyon cells led to increased behavioral reaction times ( Figure 1B, right) . Combining enormous numbers of difficult behavioral, electrophysiological, and pharmacological experiments, together with genetic manipulation in flies, these studies neatly establish that abc Kenyon cells are involved in olfactory decisionmaking, and that the transcription factor FoxP regulates the intrinsic properties of these cells by repressing expression of the voltage-gated potassium channel Shal.
These new studies [5, 6] have illuminated the cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying the complicated business of sensory decision-making, and opened interesting new vistas. For instance, regulation of Shal by FoxP appears to provide the animal with a way to adjust the rate of sensory integration. Why would this be useful? Maybe because accuracy is not always the best policy -studies in several species have shown that if a given context rewards a rapid response, then subjects can learn to act speedily at the expense of accuracy [17] . It would be interesting to see, for example, whether FoxP and Shal levels vary with training contingency. The humble fruit fly and other relatively simple animals will help us answer complex questions like these.
